
SECTION ONE

More than a logo, the Your Margaret River Region mark is the visual 
expression of an idea. It’s a symbol of individuals coming together to create 

unique memories and experiences in a very special part of the world.



Logo – 
architecture
Three standardised lockups of the mark 
have been created. While appearing 
casual in nature, they conform to a strict 
underlying architecture that must be 
maintained when creating new variations.
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Logo – 
alternatives
The three logo layouts can be executed 
with any thumbprints so long as the logo 
architecture is preserved.

There is no preference as to which 
alternative is used. Using multiple 
alternatives, even within a single 
application, is encouraged as this will 
prevent the identity from becoming too 
‘corporate’ and standardised.
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COLOUR A | B | C | D | E | F

COLOUR REVERSED A | B | C | D | E | F

Logo – colour
Each of the five ‘YMRR Experiences’ are 
represented in the logo by a thumbprint of 
a particular colour.

The logo must have one thumbprint of each 
colour in the positions shown.

Note that in the positive version of the logo, 
the prints are ‘multiplied’ over each other 
so as to create an intense, dense colour in 
the centre of the mark.

The opposite is the case in the reversed 
version where the prints are ‘screened’ over 
one another to create a light centre.
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MONO A | B | C | D | E | F

MONO REVERSED A | B | C | D | E | F

Logo – mono
The mono versions of the logo should  
only be reproduced in the two neutral  
tones described in the Colour section of 
this guide.
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SIMPLIFIED

SIMPLIFIED REVERSED

MINIMUM SIZE 
30MM WIDE

Logo – 
simplified
When used small or in low-resolution 
applications, the details in the thumbprint 
may become problematic. For these 
applications a standard, simplified version 
of the logo has been created. There is only 
one layout of this version of the logo.
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Logo – line-art
For applications that require an 
extremely simple logo – e.g.. embroidery, 
sponsorships, etc – a simplified line-art 
version of the logo has been created. This 
version may be reproduced in any colour as 
is appropriate for one-colour application. 
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LINE ART

LINE ART REVERSED

MINIMUM SIZE 
30MM WIDE

LINE ART

LINE ART REVERSED



Logo – do not
Aside from the variations described 
previously, the logo should not be altered.
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         YOUR
MARGARET
                 RIVER
         REGION

         YOUR
MARGARET
                 RIVER
         REGION

DO NOT REARRANGE THE LOGO ELEMENTS

DO NOT CHANGE THE LOGO COLOURS

USE BLACK AND WHITE LOGOS ONLY FOR BLACK 
AND WHITE APPLICATIONS. FOR APPLICATIONS 
IN COLOUR USE EITHER THE COLOUR, COLOUR 

REVERSED OR MONO LOGOS

DO NOT CHANGE THE LOGO TYPEFACE

DO NOT DISTORT THE LOGO

IF PLACING THE LOGO ONTO AN IMAGE,  
ENSURE THAT THE LOGO IS LEGIBLE 


